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work isintegrated at appropriate points. An 'Everyday English' section practises functional language and
social situations.
American Headway - John Soars 2015-07-16
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectlybalanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than
ever before.
American Headway - John Soars 2010-06-10
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
American Headway, Second Edition Level 5: Teacher's Book - John Soars 2010-09-01
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
American Headway - John Soars 2005-08-01
Comprehensive, challenging, and effective - the best of American Headway for upper-intermediate to
advanced students.
American Headway - Liz Soars 2001
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the
basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of English.
American Headway Four - John Soars 2010
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
American Headway, Second Edition Level 1: Student Book with Student Practice MultiROM - John
Soars 2009-07-30
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus New Advanced level Teacher Resource Center
- online resource bank with fast-find browser function Student Practice Multi-ROMs with access to online
TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS practice tests Test Generator CD-ROMs
American Headway 1. Students Book + Oxford Online Skills Program Pack - Liz Soars 2015-03
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectlybalanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than
ever before.
New Headway Plus - John Soars 2014
It's the Digital Edition of the world's best-selling adult English course, delivering lessons that really do work
in class. How does it do it? Short answer: methodology with digital support. The balanced methodology of
New Headway Plus is now combined with all-new digital components, offering extra support for teachers
and students both inside and outside the classroom. Extra practice is available for all of the four core
language skills - Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking - as well as additional audio and video material.
You can access a range of supplementary resources, from grammar PowerPoint slides to worksheets for
every video. And all are easy to use.
Talk Time - Everyday English Conversation
- Susan Stempleski 2007-05
Talk Time is a three-level conversation course that provides speaking and listening practice based on
everyday situations. Gentle progression of communicative activities in each lesson makes it ideal for less
confident students.

Headway English: A2 Student's Book Pack (DE/AT), with MP3-CD - John Soars 2013-12-19
English File - Beginner - Christina Latham-Koenig 2019-02-14
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting students talkingEnglish File,
fourth edition, has been built on tried and trusted methodology and contains uniquely motivating lessons
and activities that encourage students to discuss topics with confidence.NEW TO THIS EDITIONNew and
updated texts, topics, and listenings, based on feedback from English File teachersEach Student Book
comes with access to new Online Practice, providing learners with extra practice and activities for each
FileOnline Practice includes new Sound Bank videos, with the unique opportunity to watch a native speaker
pronounce the sound, and new interactive videos where students can take part in the drama
themselvesNew video listening activities are integrated into each even-numbered File. These short
documentaries and dramas make class time more dynamic and excitingThe Classroom Presentation Tool
shows the course content on screen, making it easier for you to deliver engaging lessonsTeacher's Resource
Centre allows you to manage all English File resources and download teaching materials in one place.Find
out more here
American Headway 3 Workbook - Liz Soars 2010-04-15
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the
basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of English.
English Time, Level 1 - Susan Rivers 2014-04-24
Packed with interactive illustrations, stories, and activities, English Time is a six-level course that develops
students' speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills - while they have fun.English Time offers every
child the opportunity to learn English successfully through its unique Big Picture approach, stories, songs,
craft activities, and clear grammar presentation.
Headway English: B1 Student's Book Pack (DE/AT), with Audio-CD - John Soars 2014-01-09
American Headway 2. Students Book + Oxford Online Skills Program Pack - Liz Soars 2015-04
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
New Headway: Elementary Third Edition: Workbook (Without Key) - John Soars 2006-03-07
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English,
Spoken English, Music of English Digital resources for interactive whiteboards - New Headway iTools Full
teacher support - resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online
American Headway 2 - Liz Soars 2002-01-17
American Headway 2 builds on the firm grammatical, lexical and functional foundation laid in American
Headway 1 . Students' understanding of English is widened and their abilities to use the language for
communicative purposes are extended. Integrated skills work is an important feature of the series. All four
skills are developed in context. Universal topics are selected from a wide variety of material. There is indepthtreatment of grammar, with clear presentations, self-check exercises in the 'Grammar Spot', and
detailed explanations in the 'Grammar Reference' followed by extensive practice activities. A systematic
vocabulary syllabus includes dictionary training and work on systems such as collocations. Pronunciation
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students succeed in and beyond the classroom. Read their stories at www.oup.com/elt/provensuccess.
AmericanHeadway third edition supports students to succeed beyond the classroom more than ever
before.Students can:Accelerate their progress in speaking and prepare for high-stake tests with
moreconversation.Manage their own learning with new digital resources.The Oxford Online Skills Program
allows students to improve their reading, writing, listening and speaking skills independently. iChecker
Online Self-Assessment prepares students for exam success with a variety of exam-style testpreparation
exercises.American Headway also supports teachers to prepare successful lessons. In our American
Headway global teacher survey (Oxford University Press, 2014), 89% of teachers reported that they are
more creative and willing to try new activities after using American Headway. 71% saidthey are more
passionate in their teaching.With the third edition, teachers can now:Download 100% new assessment
material from the Testing Program.Bring the Student Book, Workbook, and all media together in one place
and create a dynamic classroom environment with iTools classroom presentation software.
American Headway, Second Edition Level 2: Teacher's Pack - John Soars 2010-04-15
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus New Advanced level Teacher Resource Center
- online resource bank with fast-find browser function Student Practice Multi-ROMs with access to online
TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS practice tests Test Generator CD-ROMs
New Headway: Elementary Fourth Edition: Student's Book - Liz Soars 2011-03-10
A solid foundation that builds students' language and confidence. A totally new edition of the world's most
trusted English course. Tried and tested all over the world, Headway is the course that teachers and
learners rely on. Headway works in the classroom : A reliable, integrated syllabus ; A steady, systematic
approach ; Careful recycling of key grammar and vocabulary. Headwayteaches real language in real
contexts ; Current topics, real people, and real places ; Grammar and vocabulary in context at every
opportunity ; Everyday language in everyday situations. Headway offers full support : Resources for
students on the brand new Headway iTutor, in the Workbook with Workbook audio CD, and on the
Student's Website at (oup.com/elt/headway); Resources for teachers on the brand new Headway iTools, in
the Teacher's Book with Teacher's Resource Disc, and on the Teacher's Website at
(oup.com/elt/teacher/headway).
American Headway, Level 1B - Liz Soars 2016-03-18
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectlybalanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than
ever before.
New Headway: Pre-Intermediate Fourth Edition: Student's - Book
John Soars 2012-03-15

Pockets 1 - Barbara Hojel 2005-01-01
Pockets, by Mario Herrera and Barbara Hojel, is a three-level English course for preschool students.
Pockets develops English language and psychomotor/ conceptual skills through hands-on, fun activities, and
equips children for continued success in learning English. The course's spiraled themes grow with the
developing child, drawing on the child's growing knowledge of the world.
New Headway 4e Beginner Class CD (2 Discs) - John Soars 2013-01-10
American Headway - Liz Soars 2002-11-01
American Headway is a multilevel series for adults and young adults who want to use American English
both accurately and fluently. Grammar and vocabulary are taught and explained thoroughly, and all four
language skills are developed systematically. American Headway combines the best of traditional methods
with more recent approaches to make the learning of English stimulating, motivating, and effective.
American Headway 3 builds on the firm grammatical, lexical, and functional foundation laid in American
Headway 1 and 2. Students broaden and deepen their understanding of English and extend their abilities to
use it. Both fluency and accuracy are given equal attention at this intermediate level. Key features Integrated skills work, where all four skills are developed in context - Universal topics selected from a wide
variety of material - In-depth treatment of grammar, with clear presentations, self-check exercises in the
Grammar Spot, and detailed explanations in the Grammar Reference followed by extensive practice
activities - Systematic vocabulary syllabus, including dictionary training and work on systems such as
collocation - Pronunciation work, which is integrated at appropriate points - Everyday English section,
which practices functional language and social situations
American Headway - 2015
New Headway English Course - John Soars 2000
A new edition with a modified syllabus and extensive new material.
First Friends 1: Teacher's Book
- Susan Iannuzzi 2009-03-19
This is a two-level beginners' course for young children that integrates the teaching of phonics, reading,
writing, and numeracy.
New Headway Advanced Student's Book- John Soars 2019-04
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and
full support at all six levels.With its proven methodology, Headway is the course you can always trust.The
strong grammar focus, clear vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give you lessons that really
work in class.Constant updates mean the material is always current, and with a huge range of components
available - including new digital resources for interactive whiteboards - you've always got support where
you need it.
American Headway - Joan Soars 2009-08-27
Builds on the firm foundation laid in American Headway 1.
American Headway, Second Edition Level 1: Student Book with Student Practice MultiROM - Liz
Soars 2009-07-30
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus New Advanced level Teacher Resource Center
- online resource bank with fast-find browser function Student Practice Multi-ROMs with access to online
TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS practice tests Test Generator CD-ROMs
American Headway - John Soars 2010-08
Builds on the firm foundation laid in American Headway 1.
Headway English: A1 Student's Book Pack (DE/AT), with Audio-CD - John Soars 2014-01-16

Family & Friends. Level 4. Class Book. Per la Scuola Elementare. Con Espansione Online - Naomi
Simmons 2019
American Headway Second Edition: Level 5 Workbook
- Joan Soars 2010-08-01
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
American Headway - Liz Soars 2004
American Headway 4: Students Book + Oxford Online Skills Program Pack - 2016-04-21
Headway: Beginner: Workbook Without Key
- Oxford University Press 2018-12-20
New Headway Pronunciation Course Elementary: Student's Practice Book - Bill Bowler 2002-03-21
This is a practical and imaginative addition to the New Headway. It helps students to express themselves
clearly and confidently by training them in the key areas of pronunciation. There is practice of individual
sounds, with a guide to suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages. There is a focus on lexical
sets. Training is given in stress and intonation patterns for accurate, functional use. Help is provided with
the features of connected speech.

American Headway, Level 2 - OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 2015-06-11
The Headway series and its award-winning authors, Liz and John Soars, have helped around 100 million
students in over 127 countries learn English. Teachers around the world have told us that Headway helps
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